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rapidity density dNch/dη = 3.02 ± 0.01(stat.)+0.08−0.05(syst.)
for inelastic interactions, and dNch/dη = 3.58 ± 0.01
(stat.)+0.12−0.12(syst.) for non-single-diffractive interactions. At
2.36 TeV, we find dNch/dη = 3.77 ± 0.01(stat.)+0.25−0.12(syst.)
for inelastic, and dNch/dη = 4.43 ± 0.01(stat.)+0.17−0.12(syst.)
for non-single-diffractive collisions. The relative increase in
charged-particle multiplicity from the lower to higher en-
ergy is 24.7% ± 0.5%(stat.)+5.7−2.8%(syst.) for inelastic and
23.7% ± 0.5%(stat.)+4.6−1.1%(syst.) for non-single-diffractive
interactions. This increase is consistent with that reported by
the CMS collaboration for non-single-diffractive events and
larger than that found by a number of commonly used mod-
els. The multiplicity distribution was measured in different
pseudorapidity intervals and studied in terms of KNO vari-
ables at both energies. The results are compared to proton–
antiproton data and to model predictions.
1 Introduction
Whenever entering a new energy regime with hadron col-
liders, it is important to measure the global characteristics
of the collisions. These interactions, dominated by soft (i.e.
small-momentum-transfer) processes, are useful to study
QCD in the non-perturbative regime, and to constrain phe-
nomenological models and event generators. Such studies
are also important for the understanding of backgrounds for
measurements of hard and rare interactions.
ALICE [1] has measured the pseudorapidity density of
charged particles produced in proton–proton collisions at a
centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 900 GeV [2] with low statistics
from the first collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [3]. Results were given for two normalizations:
– inelastic (INEL); this corresponds to the sum of all in-
elastic interactions (non-diffractive ND, single-diffractive
SD, and double-diffractive DD) with the trigger biases
corrected for each event class individually according to
their respective estimated abundances and trigger efficien-
cies;
– non-single-diffractive (NSD); here the corrections are ap-
plied to non-diffractive and double-diffractive processes
only, while removing, on average, the single-diffractive
contribution.
The corrections to INEL and NSD samples are based on pre-
vious experimental data and simulations with Monte Carlo
event generators. Charged-particle pseudorapidity density in
pp collisions at LHC was also published by the CMS collab-
oration for NSD interactions [4], and by the ATLAS collab-
oration for a different event selection [5], not directly com-
parable with our measurements and those of CMS.
We have used the first high energy proton–proton colli-
sions at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 2.36 TeV,
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as well as a larger statistics data sample at
√
s = 0.9 TeV,
to determine the pseudorapidity density of charged-prima-
ry particles,1 dNch/dη, in the central pseudorapidity region
(|η| < 1.4). According to commonly used models [6–12],
an increase in dNch/dη of 17–22% for INEL events and of
14–19% for NSD events is expected in 2.36 TeV collisions
relative to 0.9 TeV collisions.
We also studied the distribution of the multiplicity
of charged particles in the central pseudorapidity region
(|η| < 1.3). The multiplicity distribution of charged par-
ticles (the probability P(Nch) that a collision has multi-
plicity Nch) can be described by KNO scaling [13] over
a wide energy range. KNO scaling means that the distrib-
ution 〈Nch〉P(z), where z = Nch/〈Nch〉, is independent of
energy. In full phase space, scaling holds up to the top ISR
energy (pp at √s = 62.2 GeV) [14]. Deviations from scaling
are observed at higher energies, starting at 200 GeV with
pp¯ collisions at the Spp¯S collider [15]. However, in lim-
ited central η-intervals scaling has been found to hold up to
900 GeV. The UA5 collaboration [16] observed scaling for
non-single-diffractive events in restricted central η-intervals
and its progressive violation with increasing η-ranges. The
UA1 collaboration [17] also observed scaling in a larger in-
terval |η| < 2.5. In inelastic events, deviation from KNO
scaling was observed in full phase space already at ISR en-
ergies [14]. Such deviations are generally attributed to semi-
hard gluon radiation (minijets) and to multi-parton scatter-
ing.
The Negative-Binomial Distribution (NBD) [18] de-
scribes multiplicity distributions in full phase space up
to 540 GeV; however, this description is not successful
at 900 GeV [19]. NBD describes the distributions up to
1.8 TeV in limited η-intervals (|η| < 0.5) [20]. For larger
η-intervals and in full phase space, only the sum of two
NBDs provides a reasonable fit [21, 22].
Comparing these multiplicity measurements with the pre-
dictions of Monte Carlo generators used by the LHC exper-
iments will allow a better tuning of these models to accu-
rately simulate minimum-bias and underlying-event effects.
A recent review of multiplicity measurements at high ener-
gies can be found in [23].
This article is organized as follows: a description of the
ALICE detector subsystems used in this analysis is pre-
sented in Sect. 2; Sect. 3 is dedicated to the definition of
the event samples; Sect. 4 to data analysis; in Sect. 5 sys-
tematic uncertainties are discussed; the results are given in
Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 contains the conclusions.
1Primary particles are defined as prompt particles produced in the col-
lision and all decay products, except products from weak decays of
strange particles.
2 The ALICE experiment and data collection
The ALICE experiment consists of a large number of de-
tector subsystems which are described in detail in [1]. This
analysis is based mainly on data from the Silicon Pixel De-
tector (SPD), since it has the largest pseudorapidity coverage
in the central region and is located closest to the interaction
region, implying a very low momentum cut-off and a small
contamination from secondary particles.
The SPD detector surrounds the central beryllium beam
pipe (3 cm radius, 0.23% of a radiation length) with two
cylindrical layers (at radii of 3.9 and 7.6 cm, 2.3% of a ra-
diation length) and covers the pseudorapidity ranges |η| < 2
and |η| < 1.4 for the inner and outer layers, respectively.
The number of inactive (dead or noisy) individual pixels is
small, about 1.5%, but in addition some 17% of the total
area is currently not active, mostly because of insufficient
cooling flow in some of the detector modules. The number
of noise hits in the active pixels of the SPD was measured
with a random trigger to be of the order of 10−4 per event.
The SPD was aligned using cosmic-ray tracks [24] collected
prior to the collider run and tracks from collisions recorded
at
√
s = 0.9 TeV.
Information from two scintillator hodoscopes, called
VZERO counters, was used for event selection and back-
ground rejection. These counters are placed on either side
of the interaction region at z = 3.3 m and z = −0.9 m.
They cover the regions 2.8 < η < 5.1 and −3.7 < η < −1.7
and record both amplitude and time of signals produced by
charged particles.
The central detector subsystems are placed inside a large
solenoidal magnet which provides a field of 0.5 T. For the
2.36 TeV data taking the VZERO detectors were not turned
on. Therefore, the trigger conditions, the analysis and the
systematic errors differ slightly between the two data sets
(see below).
Because of the low interaction rate it was possible to
use a rather loose trigger for collecting data. At 0.9 TeV,
the minimum-bias trigger required a hit in either one of the
VZERO counters or in the SPD detector; i.e. essentially at
least one charged particle anywhere in the 8 units of pseudo-
rapidity covered by these trigger detectors. At the higher en-
ergy, the trigger required at least one hit in the SPD detector
(|η| < 2). The events were collected in coincidence with the
signals from two beam pick-up counters (BPTX), one on
each side of the interaction region, indicating the presence
of passing bunches.
The bunch intensity was typically 5 × 109 protons, giv-
ing a luminosity of the order of 1026 cm−2 s−1. This value
corresponds to a rate of a few Hz for inelastic proton–proton
collisions and a negligible pile-up probability for events in
the same bunch crossing.
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Fig. 1 Distributions of reconstructed event vertices along the beam
direction (z) obtained from hit correlations in the two pixel layers of
the ALICE inner tracking system for the event samples used in the
analysis (see text): √s = 0.9 TeV (full symbols) and √s = 2.36 TeV
(open symbols). The lines are from Monte Carlo simulations. Vertical
dashed lines delimit the region |z| < 10 cm, where the events for the
present analysis were selected
In the case of the 0.9 TeV data, events in coincidence with
only one passing bunch, as well as when no bunch was pass-
ing through the detector, were also registered. These control
triggers were used to measure the beam-induced and acci-
dental backgrounds.
The observed longitudinal sizes of the interaction regions
can be inferred from Fig. 1, which shows the distribution of
the interaction vertices along the beam axis reconstructed
from hit correlation in the two SPD layers. The vertex dis-
tribution has an estimated r.m.s. of 4.1 cm and 2.7 cm for
the 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV samples, respectively. These ver-
tex distributions are for all triggered events with a recon-
structed primary vertex after background rejection. They are
compared to Monte Carlo simulations of proton–proton col-
lisions using a Gaussian beam profile with a standard devia-
tion as measured from data. The experimentally observed
tails (mainly from events with one or two reconstructed
tracks) are well described in the simulation, confirming that
beam induced background is very small in the selected sam-
ple. The vertex-reconstruction efficiency is practically inde-
pendent of the vertex z-position for |z| < 10 cm.
3 Event selection and corrections to INEL and
NSD event classes
Slightly different event selections were applied after data re-
construction for the analysis of the two collision energies
because of the different detector configurations.
For both data samples, an offline selection is applied to
reject beam-induced background. At 0.9 TeV, the VZERO
counters were used to remove beam–gas or beam–halo
events by requiring their timing signals, if present, to
be compatible with particles produced in collision events
(see [2] for more details). At both energies, this background
was also rejected by exploiting the correlation between the
number of clusters of pixel hits and the number of track-
lets (short track segments in the SPD, compatible with the
event vertex, as described below). From the analysis of our
control triggers, we found that background events typically
have a large number of pixel hits compared with the number
of tracklets pointing to the reconstructed vertex.
At 0.9 TeV, for the INEL analysis, we used the trig-
gered event sample requiring a logical OR between the sig-
nals from the SPD and VZERO detectors (MBOR). How-
ever, for the NSD analysis we selected a subset of the total
sample by requiring a coincidence between the two sides
of the VZERO detectors (MBAND). This requires the de-
tection of at least one charged particle in both the forward
and backward hemispheres, which are separated by 4.5 units
of pseudorapidity. In this subset, single-diffraction events
are suppressed, therefore, model dependent corrections and
associated systematic errors are reduced (see below). The
selection efficiencies, MBOR for INEL events and MBAND
for NSD events, are multiplicity dependent as illustrated in
Fig. 2. As expected, the MBAND selection has a low ef-
ficiency for SD events, in particular at low multiplicities,
where they contribute most. After these selections, the re-
maining background at 0.9 TeV was estimated, and cor-
rected for, with the help of the control triggers. The back-
ground events (99% of which have no reconstructed track-
lets) correspond to about 2% of the events in the INEL sam-
ple and to less than 0.01% in the NSD sample.
The 2.36 TeV data sample was triggered by at least one
hit in the SPD (MBSPD) and this selection was used for both
INEL and NSD analyses. After rejecting the background us-
ing the correlation between the number of pixel hits and
the number of tracklets, the remaining background (93%
of which has no reconstructed tracklets) was estimated to
be 0.7%. We have assumed that the correlation between the
number of clusters of pixels and the number of tracklets
is similar at both energies because accelerator and detector
conditions did not change significantly between the two data
collection periods.
In both data samples, the cosmic-ray contamination, es-
timated from the control triggers and from absolute rates,
is negligible. Additional crosschecks of background levels
were made by visual scanning of a few hundred selected
events.
The number of collision events used in this analysis cor-
responds to about 150 000 and 40 000 interactions for the
0.9 and 2.36 TeV data, respectively.
The efficiencies of our selections and their sensitivities to
variations in the relative fractions of event classes were stud-
ied using two different Monte Carlo generators, PYTHIA
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Fig. 2 Charged-particle multiplicity dependence of the selection effi-
ciency, for INEL events (triangles) with MBOR selection, and for NSD
(circles) and SD (squares) events with MBAND selection obtained with
a simulation of the 0.9 TeV data
6.4.14 and 6.4.21 [7, 8] tune D6T [9] and PHOJET 1.12 [12]
used with PYTHIA 6.2.14, with the detector simulation and
reconstruction software framework AliRoot [25], which in-
cludes a detailed model of the ALICE apparatus. Particle
transport in the detector was simulated using the GEANT-3
software package [26].
To normalize our results to INEL and NSD event class-
es, we used measured cross sections in pp¯ collisions in-
stead of those provided by the event generators. The single-
diffraction production cross section at 0.9 TeV was mea-
sured by UA5 [27] in the kinematic range M2 < 0.05s,
where M is the mass of the diffractive system. The pub-
lished value is a result of an extrapolation to low diffractive
masses M < 2.5 GeV and therefore is model-dependent.
There exist indications from measurements at lower energy,√
s = 546 GeV [28], and from phenomenological mod-
els [29] that this cross section value may be underestimated
by up to 30%. We decided to use the published value, but
we checked that our results stay within their systematic un-
certainties, if instead we use a 30% higher single-diffractive
cross section.
At 1.8 TeV, the single-diffraction cross section was mea-
sured by E710 [30] and CDF [31] in the kinematic ranges
2 GeV2 < M2 < 0.05s and 1.4 GeV2 < M2 < 0.15s, re-
spectively. As the CDF result includes significant model de-
pendent acceptance corrections at low masses, we used the
E710 measurement. The inelastic cross section at 1.8 TeV,
needed for normalization, was taken from [32]. At both en-
ergies, the fraction of SD events in the Monte Carlo genera-
tors was normalized to the data in the mass regions covered
by the corresponding experiments.
To simulate the SD events we used the two Monte Carlo
event generators and rely on them to tag these events. In
order to classify an event as diffractive, the diffractive mass
should satisfy a coherence condition (M2 < Ks, where K =
0.05–0.15), which effectively provides a high-mass cut-off.
PHOJET uses this coherence condition with K = 0.15 and
we checked that, if we would further restrict diffractive
masses using K = 0.05, our multiplicity results will practi-
cally not change. PYTHIA generates, with a low probability,
SD events with very high diffractive masses. Therefore, we
checked the stability of our results by imposing the tight co-
herence condition (K = 0.05) to generated SD events. This
decreased the average multiplicities for the NSD samples by
less then 2%, well within our systematic uncertainties.
Measurements of double-diffraction cross sections are
available from UA5 [27] at 0.9 TeV and CDF [33] at
1.8 TeV. Experimentally, DD events are defined by requir-
ing a minimum pseudorapidity gap (of about 3 units), where
no charged particles are detected. When implementing these
experimental cuts in the event generators, the results were
widely fluctuating and inconsistent with the measurements,
possibly because the occurrence of large rapidity gaps is
very sensitive to the model assumptions and process pa-
rameterizations. Therefore, for classification of DD events
we used the process type information provided by the gen-
erators but we adjusted the fractions to the measured val-
ues. The values used take into account an increase of the
DD fractions due to the pseudorapidity-gap definition as de-
scribed in [33]. Note that the correction arising from unmea-
sured DD events is small, both because the cross section for
DD is small and because the event selection efficiency is
large in our samples.
The relative fractions of SD and DD events, as measured
in [27, 30, 33] are summarized in Table 1, along with our cal-
culated trigger and selection efficiencies. The relative frac-
tions for SD and DD vary very slowly with energy, there-
fore, we used the measurements available at 1.8 TeV for the
2.36 TeV sample.
4 Analysis method
The analysis method is based on using hits in the two
SPD layers to form short track segments, or tracklets. This
method is similar to that used by the PHOBOS experiment
with the first heavy-ion data from RHIC [34]. We start with
the reconstruction of the position of the interaction vertex
by correlating hits in the two silicon-pixel layers. The vertex
resolution achieved with this simple method depends on the
track multiplicity, and is typically 0.1–0.3 mm in the lon-
gitudinal (z) and 0.2–0.5 mm in the transverse direction.
For events with only one SPD tracklet, the z-vertex position
is determined by the point of closest approach to the mean
beam axis. A vertex was reconstructed for 83% of events in
the MBOR selection and for 93% of events in the MBAND
selection. At the higher energy, in the MBSPD selection 93%
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Table 1 (a) Relative fractions of SD and DD events, as obtained from
previous measurements at 0.9 TeV [27] and 1.8 TeV [30, 33]. The mea-
sured DD fractions are scaled according to the prescription in [33].
Corresponding fractions calculated using PYTHIA and PHOJET are
given for events within the diffractive-mass range covered experimen-
tally (see text), and also without the restriction on diffractive-mass
(parentheses). (b) Selection efficiencies for different classes of events:
at 0.9 TeV, where the MBOR selection was used for INEL sample and
MBAND for NSD sample; at 2.36 TeV, where the selection using the
SPD only was used for both INEL and NSD samples
(a) Relative process fractions
0.9 TeV 1.8 TeV 2.36 TeV
Data [27] PYTHIA PHOJET Data [30, 33] PYTHIA PHOJET
SD 0.153 ± 0.023 0.189 (0.223) 0.152 (0.191) 0.159 ± 0.024 0.167 (0.209) 0.126 (0.161)
DD 0.095 ± 0.060 0.123 0.066 0.107 ± 0.031 0.127 0.057
(b) Selection efficiencies
0.9 TeV 2.36 TeV
PYTHIA PHOJET PYTHIA PHOJET
MBOR MBAND MBOR MBAND MBSPD MBSPD
SD 0.77 0.29 0.86 0.34 0.55 0.62
DD 0.92 0.49 0.98 0.77 0.63 0.79
ND 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.99 0.99
INEL 0.95 0.97 0.86 0.90
NSD 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.97
of events have a vertex reconstructed. Events with vertices
within |z| < 10 cm are used in this analysis.
Using the reconstructed vertex as the origin, we calcu-
late the differences in azimuthal (Δϕ, bending plane) and
polar (Δθ , non-bending direction) angles of two hits, one
in the inner and one in the outer SPD layer. Hit combina-
tions, called tracklets, are selected by a cut on the sum of
the squares of Δϕ and Δθ , with a cut-off at 80 mrad and
25 mrad, respectively. The cut imposed on the difference in
azimuthal angles would reject charged particles with a trans-
verse momentum below 30 MeV/c; however, the effective
transverse-momentum cut-off is determined by particle ab-
sorption in the material and is approximately 50 MeV/c. If
more than one hit in a layer matches a hit in the other layer,
only the hit combination with the smallest angular difference
is used.
For the pseudorapidity-density measurement, all events
with vertex in the range |z| < 10 cm are used. For multi-
plicity-distribution measurements, the whole η-interval con-
sidered has to be covered by the acceptance of the SPD, for
every event. Therefore, only events from a limited z-range
of collision vertices are used for the two largest η-intervals,
which reduces the available event statistics. At 0.9 TeV these
reductions are 15% for |η| < 1.0 and 60% for |η| < 1.3, and
at 2.36 TeV 4% for |η| < 1.0 and 46% for |η| < 1.3.
The number of primary charged particles is estimated by
counting the number of tracklets. This number was corrected
for:
– geometrical acceptance, detector and reconstruction effi-
ciencies;
– contamination by weak-decay products of long-lived par-
ticles (K0s , Λ, etc.), gamma conversions and secondary in-
teractions;
– undetected particles below the 50 MeV/c transverse-
momentum cut-off;
– combinatorial background caused by an accidental asso-
ciation of hits in the two SPD layers, estimated from data
by counting pairs of hits with a large Δϕ.
The probability of an additional collision in the same
bunch crossing (pile-up) at the estimated luminosity is be-
low 10−3. The effect on both multiplicity density and mul-
tiplicity distribution measurements due to such events has
been found to be negligible. Particular attention was paid to
events having zero or one charged tracklets in the SPD ac-
ceptance. For the 0.9 TeV sample, the number of zero-track
events for |z| < 10 cm was estimated using triggered events
without a reconstructed vertex. At 2.36 TeV, due to the dif-
ferent trigger (see Sect. 2), we have to use Monte Carlo sim-
ulations to estimate this number and therefore the results are
more model-dependent than those at 0.9 TeV. As a conse-
quence, the size of systematic uncertainties on average mul-
tiplicity is bigger at 2.36 TeV than that at 0.9 TeV, as de-
scribed in Sect. 5.
The total number of collisions used for the normaliza-
tion was calculated from the number of events with recon-
structed vertex selected for the analysis and the number of
triggered events without vertex. The latter number was cor-
rected for beam-induced and accidental background as mea-
sured with the control triggers (see Sect. 2). A small correc-
tion, determined from simulations, is applied to the number
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of tracks due to events with no reconstructed vertex. In or-
der to get the normalization for INEL and NSD events, we
further corrected the number of events for the selection ef-
ficiency for these two event classes. For NSD events, we
subtracted the single-diffractive contribution. The selection
efficiencies depend on the charged-particle multiplicity, as
shown in Fig. 2 for the 0.9 TeV data sample for different
event classes (INEL, NSD, and SD). At both energies, the
efficiency is close to 100% for multiplicities of one or above
for the INEL class, and reaches 90% for multiplicities above
two for the NSD class. The averaged combined corrections
in number of events due to the vertex-reconstruction and the
selection efficiencies for INEL collisions are 5% and 24%
for 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV data, respectively. This correction
is larger at the higher energy because of significantly smaller
pseudorapidity coverage of the MBSPD selection compared
with the MBOR selection and the necessity for large cor-
rection for zero-multiplicity events at this energy. For NSD
collisions, at both energies, these event-number corrections
are small (2% and 1% for 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV data, re-
spectively) as a consequence of partial cancelation between
adding non-observed ND and DD events, and subtracting
triggered SD events. The resulting model-dependent correc-
tion factors due to the selection efficiencies applied to aver-
aged charged-particle multiplicities for the NSD samples are
0.973 and 1.014 for 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV data, respectively.
The multiplicity distributions, measured in three η-
intervals, are shown in Fig. 3 for raw data at both ener-
gies. The method used to correct the raw measured distrib-
utions for efficiency, acceptance, and other detector effects,
is based on unfolding with χ2 minimization with regular-
ization [35]. The detector response was determined with
the same Monte Carlo simulation as described above. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the detector response matrix Rmt for |η| < 1,
which gives the conditional probability that a collision with
multiplicity t is measured as an event with multiplicity m.
Therefore, each column is normalized to unity. This ma-
trix characterizes the properties of the detector and does not
depend on the specific event generator used for its determi-
nation, apart from second-order effects due to, for example,
differences in particle composition and momentum spectra,
discussed in Sect. 5. As this matrix is practically indepen-
dent of energy, it is shown for the 0.9 TeV case only. The
unfolded spectrum U(Nch) is found by minimizing
χˆ2(U) =
∑
m
(
Mm − ∑t RmtUt
em
)2
+ βF(U), (1)
where R is the response matrix, M is the measured spec-
trum, e is the estimated measurement error, and βF(U) is
a regularization term that suppresses high-frequency com-
ponents in the solution. The only assumption made about
the shape of the corrected spectrum is that it is smooth. The
Fig. 3 Measured raw multiplicity distributions in three pseudorapidity
ranges for both energy samples (0.9 TeV full lines, 2.36 TeV dashed
lines). Note that for |η| < 1.0 and |η| < 1.3 the distributions have been
scaled for clarity by the factor indicated
Fig. 4 Graphical representation of the detector response matrix: num-
ber of tracklets found in the SPD (m) vs the number of generated pri-
mary particles in |η| < 1.0 (t ) for √s = 0.9 TeV. The distribution of
the measured tracklet multiplicity for a given generated multiplicity
shown with its most probable value (dots), r.m.s. (shaded areas), and
full spread (squares)
smoothness is imposed by the choice
F(U) =
∑
t
(U ′t )2
Ut
=
∑
t
(Ut−1 − Ut)2
Ut
, (2)
which minimizes the fluctuations with respect to a constant
constraint imposed by first derivatives. The regularization
coefficient β is chosen such that, after minimization, the
contribution of the first term in (1) is of the same order as
the number of degrees of freedom (the number of bins in the
unfolding).
The unfolded spectrum is corrected further for vertex re-
construction and event selection efficiencies (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 5 Measured raw multiplicity distribution (elements of vector M ,
histogram), superimposed on the convolution RU of the unfolded dis-
tribution with the response matrix (crosses), at √s = 0.9 TeV for
|η| < 1.0 (upper plot). The error bars are omitted for visibility. Normal-
ized residuals, i.e. the difference between the measured raw distribution
and the corrected distribution folded with the response matrix divided
by the measurement error (lower plot). The inset shows the distribution
of these normalized residuals fitted with a Gaussian (σ ≈ 1.06)
The behaviour of the deconvolution method is illustrated
in Fig. 5 for the case |η| < 1.0 at √s = 0.9 TeV showing that
the normalized residuals are well-behaved over the whole
measured multiplicity range. The χ2 difference between
the measured raw distribution and the corrected distribution
folded with the response matrix is χ2/ndf = 36.7/35 =
1.05. Similar behaviour is observed for other η intervals and
at 2.36 TeV.
We checked the sensitivity of our results to
– The value of the regularization coefficient β .
– Changing the regularization term, defined in (2), to:
F(U) =
∑
t
(U ′′t )2
Ut
=
∑
t
(Ut−1 − 2Ut + Ut+1)2
Ut
, (3)
which minimizes the fluctuations with respect to a linear
constraint imposed by second derivatives.
– Changing the unfolding procedure. An unfolding based
on Bayes’ theorem [36, 37] produces consistent results. It
is an iterative procedure using the relations:
R˜tm = Rmt · Pt∑
t ′ Rmt ′Pt ′
, Ut =
∑
m
R˜tmMm, (4)
with an a priori distribution P . The result U of an iteration
is used as a new a priori P distributions for the following
iteration.
– Variation of convergence criteria and initial distribution.
For both unfolding procedures we checked that the results
are insensitive to the details of the convergence criteria
and a reasonable choice of initial distributions.
The details of this analysis are described in [38].
5 Systematic uncertainties
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainties, the above
analysis was repeated:
– varying the Δϕ and Δθ cuts used for the tracklet defini-
tion by ±20%;
– varying the density of the material in the tracking system,
thus changing the material budget by ±10%;
– allowing for detector misalignment by an amount of up to
100 μm;
– varying the composition of the produced particle types
with respect to the yields suggested by the event gener-
ators by ±30%;
– varying the non-observed-particle yield below the trans-
verse momentum cut-off for tracklet reconstruction by
±30%;
– varying the ratios of the ND, SD, and DD cross sections
according to their measured values and errors shown in
Table 1, thus evaluating the uncertainty in the normaliza-
tion to INEL and NSD events;
– varying the thresholds applied to VZERO counters, both
in simulation and in data (for the 0.9 TeV sample).
The results are summarized in Table 2 using the corrections
calculated with PYTHIA tune D6T. Whenever corrections
obtained with PHOJET give a different value, the difference
is used in calculating an asymmetric systematic uncertainty.
These two models were chosen because they predict respec-
tively the lowest and the highest charged-particle densities
for INEL collisions at both energies (see Sect. 6).
The SPD efficiencies for trigger and for pixel hits are de-
termined from the data. The SPD trigger efficiency is deter-
mined to be 98% with negligible uncertainty based on analy-
sis of the trigger information recorded in the data stream for
events with more than one tracklet. The detector efficiency
is determined from pixel-hit distributions, and checked by
tracklet reconstruction. The uncertainty on the detector ac-
ceptance and efficiency due to the limited hit statistics and
the current alignment precision of the detector is estimated
by this method to be 1.5%. The uncertainty in background
corrections was estimated according to the description in
Sect. 3.
The total systematic uncertainty on the pseudorapidity
density measurement at 0.9 TeV is smaller than 2.5% for
INEL collisions and is about 3.3% for NSD collisions. At
2.36 TeV, the corresponding uncertainties are below 6.7%
and 3.7% for INEL and NSD collisions, respectively. For all
cases, they are dominated by uncertainties in the cross sec-
tions of diffractive processes and their kinematics.
To evaluate the systematic error on the multiplicity dis-
tribution, a new response matrix was generated for each
change listed above and used to unfold the measured spec-
trum. The difference between these unfolded spectra and
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Table 2 Contributions to systematic uncertainties in the measure-
ments of the charged-particle pseudorapidity density and of the mul-
tiplicity distribution. For pseudorapidity densities, when two values
are given, they correspond to the pseudorapidities 0.0 and 1.4, respec-
tively. The sign of the event-generator uncertainties indicates if the
result using PHOJET corrections is higher (positive sign) or lower
(negative sign) than that using PYTHIA corrections. For multiplicity
distributions the values are given for |η| < 1.0. Multiple values indi-
cate uncertainties for respective multiplicities shown in parentheses
Uncertainty dNch/dη analysis P (Nch) analysis
0.9 TeV 2.36 TeV 0.9 TeV 2.36 TeV
Tracklet selection cuts negl. negl. negl. negl.
Material budget negl. negl. negl. negl.
Misalignment negl. negl. negl. negl.
Particle composition 0.5–1.0% 0.5–1.0% included in detector efficiency
Transverse-momentum spectrum 0.5% 0.5% included in detector efficiency
Contribution of diffraction (INEL) 0.7% 2.6% 3–0% (0–5) 5–0% (0–5)
Contribution of diffraction (NSD) 2.8% 2.1% 24–0% (0–10) 12–0% (0–10)
Event-generator dependence (INEL) +1.7% +5.9% 8–0% (0–5) 25–0% (0–10)
Event-generator dependence (NSD) −0.5% +2.6% 3–5–1% (0–10–40) 32–8–2% (0–10–40)
Detector efficiency 1.5% 1.5% 2–4–15% (0–20–40) 3–0–9% (0–8–40)
SPD triggering efficiency negl. negl. negl. negl.
VZERO triggering efficiency (INEL) negl. n/a negl. n/a
VZERO triggering efficiency (NSD) 0.5% n/a 1% n/a
Background events negl. negl. negl. negl.
Total (INEL) +2.5−1.8% +6.7−3.1% 9–4–15% (0–20–40) 25–0–9% (0–10–40)
Total (NSD) +3.3−3.3% +3.7−2.7% 24–5–15% (0–10–40) 32–8–9% (0–10–40)
the unfolded spectrum produced with the unaltered response
matrix determines the systematic uncertainty.
Additional systematic uncertainties originate from the
unfolding method itself, consisting of two contributions.
The first one arises from statistical fluctuations due to the
finite number of events used to produce the response ma-
trix as well as the limited number of events in the mea-
surement. The unfolding procedure was repeated 100 times
while randomizing the input measurement and the response
matrix according to their respective statistical uncertainties.
The resulting uncertainty due to the response matrix fluctu-
ations is negligible. The uncertainty on the measured mul-
tiplicity distribution due to the event statistics reproduces
the uncertainty obtained with the minimization procedure,
as expected.
A second contribution arises from the influence of the
regularization on the distribution. The bias introduced by
the regularization was estimated using the prescription de-
scribed in [39] and is significantly lower than the statistical
error inferred from the χ2 minimization, except in the low-
multiplicity region. In that region, the bias is about 2%, but
the statistical uncertainty is negligible. Therefore, we added
the estimated value of the bias to the statistical uncertainty
in this region. The correction procedure is insensitive to the
shape of the multiplicity distribution of the events, which
produce the response matrix.
Table 2 summarizes the systematic uncertainties for the
multiplicity distribution measurements. Note that the uncer-
tainty is a function of the multiplicity which is reflected by
the ranges of values. Further details about the analysis, cor-
rections, and the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties
are in [38].
Both the pseudorapidity density and multiplicity distri-
bution measurements have been cross-checked by a second
analysis employing the Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) [1].
It uses tracks and vertices reconstructed in the TPC in the
pseudorapidity region |η| < 0.8. The pseudorapidity density
is corrected using a method similar to that used for the SPD
analysis. The results of the two independent analyses are
consistent.
6 Results
In this section, pseudorapidity density and multiplicity
distribution results are presented for two centre-of-mass
energies and compared to results of other experiments
and to models. For the model comparisons we have used
QGSM [6], three different tunes of PYTHIA, tune D6T [9],
tune ATLAS-CSC [10] and tune Perugia-0 [11], and PHO-
JET [12]. The PYTHIA tunes have been developed by three
independent groups extensively comparing Monte Carlo dis-
tributions to underlying-event and minimum-bias Tevatron
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Fig. 6 Left: measured pseudorapidity dependence of dNch/dη at √s =
0.9 TeV for INEL (full symbols) and NSD (open symbols) collisions.
The ALICE measurements (squares) are compared to UA5 pp¯ data [40]
(triangles) and to CMS pp data at the LHC [4] (stars). Right: mea-
sured pseudorapidity dependence of dNch/dη at
√
s = 2.36 TeV for
INEL (full symbols) and NSD (open symbols) collisions. The ALICE
measurement (squares) for NSD collisions is compared to CMS NSD
data [4] (stars) and to model predictions, PYTHIA tune D6T [9] (solid
line) and PHOJET [12] (dashed line). For the ALICE data, systematic
uncertainties are shown as shaded areas; statistical uncertainties are
invisible (smaller than data marks). For CMS data error bars show the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature
data. Data from hadron colliders at lower energies have been
used to fix the energy scaling of the parameters. Tune D6T
uses the old PYTHIA multiple scattering and Q2-ordered
showers, whereas the two other tunes use the new multiple-
scattering model provided by PYTHIA 6.4 and transverse-
momentum-ordered showering. Perugia-0 was not tuned for
diffractive processes, which affects the validity of this tune
for the lowest multiplicities. For final-state-radiation and
hadronization, Perugia-0 adds parameters fitted to LEP data.
The charged-particle density in the central rapidity region is
mainly influenced by the infrared cut-off for parton scatter-
ing at the reference energy (1.8 TeV) and its energy depen-
dence.
Figure 6 (left) shows the charged-particle density as a
function of pseudorapidity obtained for INEL and NSD in-
teractions at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 0.9 TeV com-
pared to pp¯ data from the UA5 experiment [40], and to pp
NSD data from the CMS experiment [4]. The result is con-
sistent with our previous measurement [2] and with UA5
and CMS data. Figure 6 (right) shows the measurement of
dNch/dη for INEL and NSD interactions at
√
s = 2.36 TeV
compared to CMS NSD data [4] and to PYTHIA tune
D6T and PHOJET calculations. Our results for NSD col-
lisions are consistent with CMS measurements, systemati-
cally above the PHOJET curve, and significantly higher than
the distribution obtained with the PYTHIA tune D6T. Note
that in the CMS pseudorapidity-density measurement the
contribution from charged leptons was excluded. This im-
plies that the CMS value is expected to be approximately
1.5% lower than in our result, where charged leptons are
counted as primary particles.
The pseudorapidity density measurements in the central
region (|η| < 0.5) are summarized in Table 3 along with
model predictions obtained with QGSM, PHOJET and three
different PYTHIA tunes. Note that QGSM is not readily
available as an event generator and the predictions for some
of the event classes were obtained analytically by the authors
of [6]. At both energies, PYTHIA tune D6T and PHOJET
yield respectively the lowest and highest charged-particle
densities for INEL collisions.
Because part of the systematic uncertainties cancels in
the ratio of the multiplicity densities between the two ener-
gies, these ratios are compared to model calculations as well.
The main contribution to the systematic uncertainties in the
measurement of charged-particle densities comes from the
estimate of the number of events with zero tracks. Therefore,
in addition to the two event classes (INEL and NSD) intro-
duced so far, results are also presented for inelastic events
with at least one charged particle produced in the region
|η| < 0.5, labeled as INEL > 0. These values were obtained
as the mean values of the corresponding corrected multiplic-
ity distributions for Nch > 0 (see Fig. 8).
The consistency between data and model calculations
varies with event class and the collision energy. PYTHIA
tunes D6T and Perugia-0 significantly underestimate the
charged-particle density in all event classes and at both en-
ergies. ATLAS-CSC tune, PHOJET, and QGSM are closer
to the data and describe the average multiplicity reasonably
well, at least for some of the classes and energies listed in
Table 3. However, the relative increase in charged-particle
density is underestimated by all models and tunes, most
significantly for the event class with at least one charged
particle in the central region (INEL > 0). The increase
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Table 3 Charged-particle pseudorapidity densities measured by AL-
ICE in the central pseudorapidity region (|η| < 0.5), for inelastic
(INEL), non-single-diffractive (NSD), and inelastic with Nch > 0
(INEL > 0) proton–proton collisions at centre-of-mass energies of
0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV. The ratios of multiplicity densities between
the two energies are also given. Data at
√
s = 0.9 TeV are compared
to CMS NSD data [4] and UA5 NSD and INEL pp¯ data [40]. Data
at
√
s = 2.36 TeV are compared to CMS NSD data. For ALICE and
CMS measurements, the first error is statistical and the second one is
systematic; no systematic uncertainty is quoted by UA5. These data are
also compared to predictions for pp collisions from different models:
QGSM [6], PYTHIA tune D6T [9] (a), tune ATLAS-CSC [10] (b), and
tune Perugia-0 [11] (c), and PHOJET [12]
Experiment ALICE pp CMS pp UA5 pp¯ QGSM PYTHIA PHOJET
Model a b c
√
s = 0.9 TeV
INEL 3.02 ± 0.01+0.08−0.05 3.09 ± 0.05 2.98 2.35 3.04 2.46 3.21
NSD 3.58 ± 0.01+0.12−0.12 3.48 ± 0.02 ± 0.13 3.43 ± 0.05 3.47 2.85 3.74 3.02 3.67
INEL > 0 4.20 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 3.40 4.35 3.61 4.06
√
s = 2.36 TeV
INEL 3.77 ± 0.01+0.25−0.12 3.65 2.81 3.64 2.94 3.76
NSD 4.43 ± 0.01+0.17−0.12 4.47 ± 0.04 ± 0.16 4.14 3.38 4.44 3.57 4.20
INEL > 0 5.13 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 3.95 5.05 4.18 4.62
Ratios
INEL 1.247 ± 0.005+0.057−0.028 1.22 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.17
NSD 1.237 ± 0.005+0.046−0.011 1.28 ± 0.014 ± 0.026 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.18 1.14
INEL > 0 1.226 ± 0.007 ± 0.010 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.14
predicted by all PYTHIA tunes is 16% (14% for PHO-
JET), whereas the observed increase is substantially larger
(22.6 ± 0.7 ± 1.0)%.
Figure 7 shows the centre-of-mass energy dependence of
the pseudorapidity density in the central region. The data
points are obtained in the |η| < 0.5 range from this experi-
ment and from [40–48]. When necessary, corrections were
applied for differences in pseudorapidity ranges, fitting the
pseudorapidity distributions around η = 0.
Using parameterizations obtained by fitting a power-
law dependence on the centre-of-mass energy, extrapola-
tions to the centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV give
dNch/dη = 4.7 and dNch/dη = 5.4 for INEL and for NSD
interactions, respectively. At the nominal LHC energy of√
s = 14 TeV, the same extrapolations yields dNch/dη = 5.4
and dNch/dη = 6.2 for INEL and for NSD collisions, re-
spectively.
The multiplicity distributions of charged particles were
measured in three pseudorapidity intervals at both ener-
gies. These distributions, corrected as described above, are
shown in Fig. 8 (left) and Fig. 8 (right) respectively, for√
s = 0.9 TeV and √s = 2.36 TeV for NSD events. The dif-
ference between the multiplicity distributions for NSD and
for INEL events only becomes significant at low multiplici-
ties (see Fig. 9), as expected.
In the two larger pseudorapidity intervals, small wavy
fluctuations are seen at multiplicities above 25. While vi-
sually they may appear to be significant, one should note
Fig. 7 Charged-particle pseudorapidity density in the central rapidity
region in proton–proton and proton–antiproton interactions as a func-
tion of the centre-of-mass energy. The dashed and solid lines (for INEL
and NSD interactions, respectively) show a fit with a power-law depen-
dence on energy. Note that data points at the same energy have been
slightly shifted horizontally for visibility
that the errors in the deconvoluted distribution are corre-
lated over a range comparable to the multiplicity resolution
(see Fig. 4). We studied the significance of these fluctua-
tions assuming an exponential shape of the corrected distri-
bution in the corresponding multiplicity range. Applying the
response matrix to this smooth distribution and comparing
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Fig. 8 Corrected multiplicity distributions in three pseudorapidity
ranges for NSD events. The solid lines show NBD fits. Error bars rep-
resent statistical uncertainties and shaded area systematic ones. Left:
data at
√
s = 0.9 TeV. The ALICE measurement for |η| < 0.5 is com-
pared to the UA5 data at the same energy [19]. In the inset the ratio of
these two measurements is shown, the shaded area represents our com-
bined statistical and systematic uncertainty, and the error bars those
of UA5. Right: data at
√
s = 2.36 TeV. Note that for |η| < 1.0 and
|η| < 1.3 the distributions have been scaled for clarity by the factor
indicated
Fig. 9 Expanded views of the low-multiplicity region of corrected
multiplicity distributions for INEL and NSD events, left for 0.9 TeV
and right for 2.36 TeV data. The gray bands indicate the systematic
uncertainty. Distribution for NSD events are not normalized to unity
but scaled down in such a way that the distributions for INEL and NSD
events match at high multiplicities, which makes the difference at low
multiplicity clearly visible. Left: data at √s = 0.9 TeV. Right: data at√
s = 2.36 TeV. Note that for |η| < 1.0 and |η| < 1.3 the distributions
have been scaled for clarity by the factor indicated
with the measured raw distribution, we find differences of
up to two standard deviations in some of the corresponding
raw data bins. Therefore, we conclude that while the struc-
tures are related to fluctuations in the raw data, they are not
significant, and that the uncertainty bands should be seen as
one-standard-deviation envelopes of the deconvoluted distri-
butions. Similar observations for a different deconvolution
method were made by UA5 in [19].
The multiplicity distributions were fitted with a Negative-
Binomial Distribution (NBD) and at both energies satisfac-
tory descriptions were obtained, as shown in Fig. 8. Fit-
ting the spectra with the sum of two NBDs, as suggested
in [49], did not significantly improve the description of the
data.
A comparison of the data to the multiplicity distributions
obtained with the event generators is shown in Fig. 10 for
|η| < 1.0. At low multiplicities (<20) discrepancies are ob-
served at both energies and for all models. At high multi-
plicities and for the 0.9 TeV sample, the PHOJET model
agrees well with the data. The PYTHIA tunes D6T and
Perugia-0 underestimate the data at high multiplicities and
the ATLAS-CSC tune is above the data in this region. At
2.36 TeV, ATLAS-CSC tune of PYTHIA and, to some ex-
tent, PHOJET are close to the data. The ratios of data
over Monte Carlo calculations are very similar in all three
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Fig. 10 Comparison of measured multiplicity distributions for INEL
events to models for the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.0. Predictions
are shown based on the PHOJET model [12] (solid line) and PYTHIA
tunes: D6T [9] (dashed line), ATLAS-CSC [10] (dotted line), and
Perugia-0 [11] (dash-dotted line). The error bars for data points rep-
resent statistical uncertainties, the shaded areas represent systematic
uncertainties. Left: data at 0.9 TeV. Right: data at 2.36 TeV. For both
cases the ratios between the measured values and model calculations
are shown in the lower part with the same convention. The shaded
areas represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
pseudorapidity ranges and suggests that the stronger rise
with energy seen in the charged-particle density is, at least
partly, due to a larger fraction of high-multiplicity events.
From these multiplicity distributions we have calculated
the mean multiplicity and first reduced moments
Cq ≡
〈
N
q
ch
〉
/〈Nch〉q, (5)
summarized in Table 4. For |η| < 0.5 and |η| < 1.0 our re-
sults are compared to the UA5 measurement for pp¯ colli-
sions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV [19]. Note that the mean multiplici-
ties quoted in this table are those calculated from the multi-
plicity distributions and are therefore slightly different from
the values given in Table 3. The value of the pseudorapid-
ity density obtained when averaging the multiplicity distri-
bution for |η| < 0.5 is consistent with the value obtained
in the pseudorapidity-density analysis. This is an impor-
tant consistency check, since the correction methods in the
pseudorapidity-density and multiplicity-distribution analy-
ses are different.
Our data are consistent with UA5 proton–antiproton mea-
surements at 900 GeV (Fig. 8a and Table 4). The energy
dependence of the reduced moments Cq , shown in Fig. 11,
indicates a slight increase, which is not significant given the
size of our systematic uncertainties. Systematic uncertain-
ties are assumed to be uncorrelated between energies. A sim-
ilar conclusion about the shape evolution of multiplicity dis-
tributions can be drawn from Fig. 12, where we compare
our measurements, plotted in terms of KNO variables, at the
two energies and UA5 pp¯ data at
√
s = 0.2 and 0.9 TeV, for
NSD collisions and pseudorapidity interval |η| < 0.5. While
KNO scaling gives a reasonable description of the data from
0.2 to 2.36 TeV, the ratio between the 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV
data shows a slight departure from unity above z = 4.
7 Conclusion
We report high-statistics measurements of the charged-
primary particle pseudorapidity density and multiplicity dis-
tributions in proton–proton collisions at centre-of-mass en-
ergies of 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV with the ALICE detector.
The results at 0.9 TeV are consistent with UA5 pp¯ mea-
surements at the same energy. At both energies, our data
are consistent with the CMS measurement, and compared to
various models for which they provide further constraints.
None of the investigated models and tunes describes the av-
erage multiplicities and the multiplicity distributions well.
In particular, they underestimate the increase in the average
multiplicity seen in the data between 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV.
At 0.9 TeV, the high-multiplicity tail of the distributions is
best described by the PHOJET model, while at 2.36 TeV,
PYTHIA tune ATLAS-CSC is closest to the data.
The multiplicity distributions at both energies and in
pseudorapidity ranges up to |η| < 1.3 are described well
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Table 4 Mean multiplicity and
Cq -moments (5) of the
multiplicity distributions
measured by UA5 [19] in
proton–antiproton collisions at√
s = 0.9 TeV, and by ALICE at√
s = 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV, for
NSD events in three different
pseudorapidity intervals. The
first error is statistical and the
second systematic
UA5 pp¯ ALICE pp√
s = 0.9 TeV √s = 0.9 TeV √s = 2.36 TeV
|η| < 0.5
〈Nch〉 3.61 ± 0.04 ± 0.12 3.60 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 4.47 ± 0.03 ± 0.10
C2 1.94 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 1.96 ± 0.01 ± 0.06 2.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.04
C3 5.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.3 5.35 ± 0.06 ± 0.31 5.76 ± 0.09 ± 0.26
C4 19 ± 1 ± 1 18.3 ± 0.4 ± 1.6 20.6 ± 0.6 ± 1.4
|η| < 1.0
〈Nch〉 7.38 ± 0.08 ± 0.27 7.38 ± 0.03 ± 0.17 9.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.29
C2 1.75 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 1.77 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 1.84 ± 0.01 ± 0.06
C3 4.4 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 4.25 ± 0.03 ± 0.20 4.65 ± 0.06 ± 0.30
C4 14.1 ± 0.9 ± 1.2 12.6 ± 0.1 ± 0.9 14.3 ± 0.3 ± 1.4
|η| < 1.3
〈Nch〉 9.73 ± 0.12 ± 0.19 11.86 ± 0.22 ± 0.45
C2 1.70 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 1.79 ± 0.03 ± 0.07
C3 3.91 ± 0.10 ± 0.15 4.35 ± 0.16 ± 0.33
C4 10.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.6 12.8 ± 0.7 ± 1.5
Fig. 11 Energy dependence of the Cq -moments (5) of the multiplic-
ity distributions measured by UA5 [19] and ALICE at both energies
for NSD events in two different pseudorapidity intervals. The error
bars represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The data at 0.9 TeV are displaced horizontally for visibility
with negative binomial distributions. The shape evolution
of the multiplicity distributions with energy was studied
in terms of KNO-scaling variables, and by extracting re-
duced moments of the distributions. A slight, but only mar-
ginally significant evolution in the shape is visible in the
data for z > 4, possibly indicating an increasing fraction of
events with the highest multiplicity. This issue will be stud-
ied further using the data collected from forthcoming higher-
energy runs at the LHC.
Fig. 12 Comparison of multiplicity distributions in KNO vari-
ables measured by UA5 [18, 19] in proton–antiproton collisions at√
s = 0.2 TeV and 0.9 TeV, and by ALICE at √s = 0.9 TeV and
2.36 TeV, for NSD events in |η| < 0.5. In the lower part the ratio be-
tween ALICE measurements at 0.9 TeV and 2.36 TeV is shown. The
error bars represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties
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